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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly which comprises a pneumatic
tire and a noise damper made of a spongy material being fixed to an inner surface of the tire, and more particularly, to
the assembly for preventing molding failure of the tire without deteriorating adhesion of the noise damper.

Background art

[0002] In recent years, there is proposed a pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly which comprises a pneumatic
tire and a noise damper made of a spongy material and being attached to the inner surface of the tire. Such an assembly
can suppress cavity resonance in the tire cavity, thereby reducing a road noise.
[0003] As shown in Fig. 9(A), when the pneumatic tire (a) is vulcanized and molded by a tire mold b, an inner surface
(ai) of the tire (a) is pressed by a bladder c which is expanded by charging heat media such as vapor therein. Therefore,
an outer surface (ao) of the tire (a) is strongly pushed against the tire mold b, and the inner surface (ai) of the tire is
molded by the bladder c. In order to efficiently discharge the air between the tire (a) and the bladders c to the outside,
a plurality of vent grooves (not shown) extending in the radial direction, for example, are provided on the outer surfaces
of the bladders c. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 9(B), the vent grooves of the bladders c are reversed and transferred on
the inner surface (ai) of the vulcanized tire (a) as a plurality of projecting stripes d.
[0004] Here, if the noise damper is attached to a region including the projecting stripe d, there is an adverse possibility
that the adhesion is deteriorated because the noise damper can not sufficiently fit to uneven surface of the projection
d. In order to enhance the adhesion between the inner surface (ai) of the tire and the noise damper, it is proposed to
eliminate the vent grooves from the outer surfaces of the bladders c so that the projecting stripes d are not molded on
the inner surface (ai) of the tire.
[0005] However, if all of the vent grooves are eliminated from the of the bladders c, air between the cavity (ai) and the
bladders c can not sufficiently be discharged, and the molding failure of the tire would be produced.
[0006] An assembly according to the pre-characterizing portion of claim 1 is known from EP-A-1 529 665.
[0007] Another assembly is known from EP-A-1 510 366. US-A-2 851 729 discloses a curing bladder having radially
extending venting grooves.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] It is a main object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly capable of
preventing molding failure of the tire without deteriorating adhesion of the noise damper.
[0009] This object is achieved by a pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly having the features of claim 1.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010]

Fig. 1 is a cross sectional view showing an embodiment of a pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly of the
present invention;
Fig. 2 is a circumferential sectional view of Fig.1 taken along a tire equator;
Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing an embodiment of a circumferential edge of a noise damper;
Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing another embodiment of a circumferential edge of the noise damper;
Fig. 5 is a development view showing an inner surface of the tire;
Fig. 6 is a cross sectional view taken along the line A-A of Fig. 5;
Fig. 7 is a cross sectional view showing an embodiment of the noise damper;
Fig. 8 is a cross sectional view showing an adhered test of the noise damper;
Fig. 9(A) is a cross sectional view showing a vulcanization step for tire; and
Fig. 9(B) is an inside view of a pneumatic tire.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0011] Embodiments of the present invention will now be described in detail in conjunction with the accompanying
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drawings.
[0012] In the drawings, a pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly 1 according to the present invention comprises
a pneumatic tire 2 with a toroidal body and a noise damper 3 being attached to the inner surface 2i of the tire 2.
[0013] The pneumatic tire 2 comprises a tread portion 2a, a pair of bead portions 2c each with a bead core 2d therein,
and a pair of sidewall portions 2b extending between the tread portion 2a and the bead portion 2c. In this embodiment,
the tire 2 is showed as a tubeless tire for passenger car with the inner surface 2i made of a gas-impermeable rubber.
[0014] The pneumatic tire 2 further comprises a carcass 4 and a belt 5 disposed radially outside the carcass 4 in the
tread portion 2a.
[0015] The carcass 4 comprises at least one carcass ply 4A of organic fiber cords which comprises a main body 4a
extending between the bead cores 2d, 2d, and a pair of turnup portions each turned up around the bead core 2d from
the axially inside to the outside of the tire.
[0016] In this embodiment, the belt 5 comprises two cross belt plies 5A and 5B of parallel cords laid at an angle of
from 10 to 30 degrees with respect to the tire equator C. For the belt cords, steel cords, and high modulus organic fiber
cords such as aramid, rayon and like can be used.
[0017] Here, the internal structure of the tire 2 may be suitably changed based on the category of the tire.
[0018] The noise damper 3 is made of spongy material and extends in the circumferential direction of the tire. Here,
the spongy material means not only a foamed elastomer or plastic of an open-cell or closed-cell type but also shaped
intertangled fiber such as synthetic fiber, plant fiber and animal fiber. In this embodiment, open-cell type poly-urethane
foam is used.
[0019] Since the spongy material mention above has high vibration isolation ability and sound absorption ability, it can
efficiently absorb vibrational energy in the cavity i of the tire 2. As a result, the resonance of the cavity i of the tire 2 is
suppressed, and road noise becomes smaller. Further, since the spongy material can easily be shrunk, bent and de-
formed, it does not hinder the steering stability of the tire 2. Further, since the spongy material has a small specific gravity
as compared with a solid rubber, the porous material does not deteriorate the weight balance of the tire. As for the
specific gravity of the spongy material, it is preferably set in the range of from 0.014 to 0.052.
[0020] As to the spongy material, synthetic resin sponge such as ether-based polyurethane sponge, ester-based
polyurethane sponge and polyethylene sponge, and rubber sponge such as chloroprene rubber sponge (CR sponge),
ethylene propylene rubber sponge (EPDM sponge) and nitrile rubber sponge (NBR sponge) are preferably used. In view
of sound-reduction performance, light-weighted performance, foaming adjustability, endurance and the like, urethane-
based sponge and polyethylene-based sponge such as ether-based polyurethane sponge are especially preferable.
[0021] The air filled in the tire cavity i may include water (moisture) in many cases. Thus, ether polyurethane sponge
which is strong for hydrolytic degradation is preferable as the spongy material. Also, in order to prevent absorbing of
water, the spongy material is preferably provided with water repellency. It is further preferable that the spongy material
has mildewproof. Further, in order to prevent toxic gas from being generated when the tire is incinerated, it is preferable
that the spongy material does not contain halogen atom.
[0022] The volume of the noise damper 3 is preferably set in the range of from 0.4 to 20 % of the volume of the cavity
I of the tire 2. with this, it may be possible to reduce the road noise at least 2 dB. More preferably, the volume of the
noise damper 3 is set in the range of not less than 1%, more preferably not less than 2%, still preferably not less than
4%, but not more than 10% of the volume of the tire cavity i.
[0023] In this specification, the expression "volume of the noise damper" means the apparent entire volume of the
noise damper including inside bubbles. Further, the "volume of the tire cavity" v1 is defined under the standard condition
by the following approximate equation: 

where

"A" is the cross sectional area of the tire cavity i,
"Di" is the maximum outer diameter of the tire cavity i, and
"Dr" is the wheel rim diameter.

[0024] The above-mentioned standard condition is such that the tire 2 is mounted on a standard wheel rim and inflated
to a standard pressure but loaded with no tire load.
[0025] The standard rim is the "standard rim" specified in JATMA, the "Measuring Rim" in ETRTO, the "Design Rim"
in TRA or the like.
[0026] The standard pressure is the "maximum air pressure" in JATMA, the "Inflation Pressure" in ETRTO, the max-
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imum pressure given in the "Tire Load Limits at Various Cold Inflation Pressures" table in T&RA of the like. In case of
passenger car tires, however, 200 kPa is used as the standard pressure.
[0027] The noise damper 3 has a bottom surface 3A with a smooth surface fixed to the inner surface 2i of the tire 2
and upper surface 3B facing to the tire cavity i. with this, the noise damper 3 does not move freely when tire 2 is running.
[0028] Preferably, the noise damper 3 is fixed to a tread region 2ai of the inner surface 2i of the tire 2. Here, "tread
region" 2ai is an inside region of the belt with a width equal to the width BW of the belt 5. A centrifugal force when the
vehicle runs at high speed acts outward in the radial direction of the tire. Thus, the tire 2 and the noise damper 3 fixed
to the tread region 2ai are strongly pushed against each other by the centrifugal force, thereby preventing the upper
surface 3B from being peeled off. In this embodiment, the center of the width SW of the noise damper 3 is arranged
onto the tire equator C.
[0029] The maximum thickness T of the noise damper 3 is not limited to, but is preferably not more than 35mm, more
preferably not more than 30mm, further preferably not more than 25mm. If the maximum thickness T of the damper 3
becomes too large, the damper 3 may be broken by contacting with a tire lever which may be used for mounting the tire
on a wheel rim. On the other hand, if the maximum thickness T of the damper 3 becomes too small, the effect for
absorbing the sound energy in the tire cavity tends to decrease. In this point of view, the maximum thickness T of the
damper 3 is preferably not less than 10mm, and more preferably not less than 15mm.
[0030] In order to stabilize the position of the noise damper 3, the width SW of the noise damper 3 is preferably Larger
than the maximum thickness T thereof. Especially, the width Sw of the noise damper 3 is preferably not less than 50mm,
more preferably not less than 70mm, further preferably not less than 85mm, but an upper limit thereof is preferably not
more than 150mm, more preferably not more than 130mm and further preferably not more than 120mm.
[0031] In this embodiment, the cross section shape of the noise damper 3 is substantially continued in the circumfer-
ential direction of the tire except for the circumferential edges thereof. The cross section shape of the noise damper 3
is not especially limited, but preferably rectangular shape, trapezoidal shape, triangular shape, nose shape, semi-circular
shape and the like are suitable. The cross section shape of the noise damper 3 may be suitably designed based on
productivity, durability, and the load noise reduction effect thereof.
[0032] The especially preferable cross section shape of the noise damper 3 is laterally symmetric with respect to a
center line CL (the center line CL matches with the tire equator C in this embodiment) of the width SW, and the cross
section includes (total two) projecting parts 3t projecting toward the tire cavity i and provided on both sides (one each)
of the center line CL as shown in Fig. 1.
[0033] Further, the noise damper 3 is provided with one groove 3G extending in the circumferential direction of the
tire on the side of the upper surface 3B and between the projecting parts 3t. with this, the upper surface 3B of the noise
damper 3 is formed into an uneven surface so that a surface area of the noise damper 3 facing the tire cavity is increased.
Accordingly, the noise damper 3 comes into contact with more air so that the cavity resonance energy is efficiently
absorbed. Further, the increasing of the surface area of the noise damper improves the radiation performance of the
noise damper 3, and it is possible to prevent the tire from being thermally destroyed.
[0034] In order to further improve the mention-above effect, it is preferable that the depth GD of the groove 3G is not
less than 20% of the maximum thickness T of the noise damper 3, and more preferably not less than 30%, the upper
limit is not more than 95%, more preferably not more than 90%, and more preferably not more than 80%. Further, the
maximum width GW of the groove 3G is preferably not less than 15% of the width SW of the noise damper 3, more
preferably not less than_25%, and the upper limit is not more than 70%, and more preferably not more than 45%.
[0035] As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, both ends 3e and 3e of the noise damper 3 in the circumferential direction is formed
by a tapered portion 10 whose thickness is gradually reduced toward the end in the circumferential direction. An angle
theta of the tapered portion 10 sandwiched between the bottom surface 3A and the upper surface 3B is an acute angle,
and mass of the each end 3e and 3e of the noise damper 3 is reduced as compared with the other portion. With this,
concentration of stress on the adhesive surfaces of the both ends 3e of the noise damper 3 can be reduced. To further
enhance this effect, it is preferable that the angle theta of the tapered portion 10 is in a range of from 15 to 70 degrees.
As shown in Fig. 4, an acute tip end of the tapered portion 10 may have an end surface 3F which is cut perpendicularly
to the bottom surface 3A.
[0036] The noise damper 3 is fixed to the inner surface 2i of the tire 2 by adhesive or double-coated adhesive tape
for example.
[0037] Suitable examples of the adhesive are a soluble type adhesive in which synthetic rubber is dissolved in organic
solvent or synthetic rubber-based liquid adhesive such as latex type which is dispersed in water.
[0038] Examples of the double-coated adhesive tape are a sheet base material such as weave is formed at its both
surface with adhesive layer, tapes made of only adhesive layer without using the basic material, or various tapes. In the
embodiment, the former double-coated adhesive tape is used. In the embodiment, a double-coated adhesive tape having
a base material is used. Such a double-coated adhesive tape is especially preferable because unevenness of the inner
surface 2i is absorbed by deformation of the base material thereof, and adhesion is enhanced as a result.
[0039] Fig. 5 is a development view of the pneumatic tire 2 as viewed from the inner surface 2i thereof. Fig. 6 is a
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cross sectional view taken along the line A-A in Fig. 5. The tire 2 is manufactured by vulcanization using an expandable
bladder for molding an inner surface of the tire, the bladder has at least one, preferably a plurality of vent grooves
extending on its outer surface as described above. Accordingly, the inner surface 2i of the tire 2 is provided with a plurality
of projecting stripes 6 molded by the vent grooves of the bladder.
[0040] In this embodiment, the projecting stripe 6 comprise a plurality of first projections 6a extending across an
adhesion region Y of the inner surface 2i to which the noise damper 3 is fixed, and a plurality of second projecting stripes
6b extending outer regions of the adhesion region Y.
[0041] The first projecting stripes 6a are preferably set as small as possible to prevent adhesion of the noise damper
3 from being deteriorated. However, if the first projecting stripes 6a are too small, air remains between the bladders and
the inner surface 2i of the tire when the tire is vulcanized, and molding failure such as a dent of the inner surface 2i
would be generated.
[0042] From such a viewpoint, the height BH of the first projecting stripe 6a is set not less than 0.2 mm, and more
preferably not less than 0.3 mm. An upper limit of the height BH is set not more than 1.0 mm, and more preferably not
more than 0.8 mm. Similarly, the width BW of the first projecting stripe 6a is set not less than 0.4 mm, and more preferably
not less than 0.6 mm. It is preferable that an upper limit of the width BW is set not more than 1.6 mm, and more preferably
not more than 1.4 mm. A virtual cross-sectional area obtained by the product (BH xBw) of the height BH and the width
BW is set not less than 0.08 mm2, and more preferably not less than 0.3 mm2. It is preferable that an upper limit of the
area is set not more than 1.00 mm2, and more preferably not more than 0.8 mm2.
[0043] A disposing pitch P of the first projecting stripes 6a is not especially limited, but if the pitch P is too small, the
adhesion of the noise damper 3 would be deteriorated, and if the pitch P is excessively large, there is an adverse
possibility that the molding failure of the tire 2 would be produced. From such a viewpoint, the pitch P of the first projecting
stripes 6a is not less than 7 mm, more preferably not less than 9 mm. An upper limit of the pitch P is preferably set not
more than 30 mm, more preferably not more than 20 mm. In this case, the pitch P may be variable or constant.
[0044] Further, the first projecting stripes 6a are inclined at angle alpha of from 30 to 90 degrees with respect to the
circumferential direction of the tire. If the angle alpha is less than 30 degrees, since the length of the first projecting stripe
6a is increased, the adhesion failure between the noise damper 3 and the tire 2 tends to be produced. Preferably, the
angle alpha is not less than 40 degrees, and more preferably not less than 45 degrees.
[0045] The cross section shape of the first projecting stripe 6a is not especially limited, but various shapes such as a
rectangular shape, a semi-circular shape and a triangular shape are employed. Preferably, as shown in Fig. 6, the width
Bw of the stripe 6a is reduced as the height BH is increased to enhance the pulling out easiness of the bladder from the
inner surface 2i of the tire 2.
[0046] In this embodiment, the adhesion region Y of the inner surface 2i comprises a center region Ya which is formed
a smooth surface with no projecting stripes 6, and a pair of side regions Yb on both sides of the center region Ya being
provided with only the first projecting stripes 6a. It is preferable that the center region Ya has a width cw of at least 20%
and less than 100% of the fixing region Y in the axial direction of the tire.
[0047] As results of various experiments of the present inventors, it was found that if the width CW of the center region
Ya becomes less than 20% of the width SW of the adhesion region Y, the adhesion of the noise damper 3 tends to be
deteriorated, and if the center region Y does not include the side parts Yb, the molding failure during vulcanization is
prone to be produced. From such a viewpoint, it is preferable that the width CW of the center region Ya is not less than
30% of the width SW of the adhesion region Y, and more preferably not less than 40%. It is preferable that its upper
limit of the width CW is not more than 95% and more preferably not more than 90% of the width SW.
[0048] The second projecting stripes 6b extend from both outer ends of the adhesion region Y toward the bead portions
4. In this embodiment, the second projecting stripe 6b has the same cross section shape as that of the first projecting
stripe 6a, but since the second projecting stripe 6b does not influence on adhesion of the noise damper 4, its virtual
cross-sectional area can be set greater than that of the first projecting stripe 6a to enhance the molding properties of
the tire 2.
[0049] Each of the second projecting stripes 6b includes a main projecting stripe 6b1 connected to the first projecting
stripe 6a and extending to the bead portion 4, and a subsidiary projecting stripe 6b2 which extends in a direction
intersecting with the main projecting stripe 6b1 and which is shorter than the main projecting stripe 6b1.
[0050] As shown in Fig. 1, the subsidiary projecting stripe 6b2 is provided, for example, in each tread shoulder region
SH including a normal E standing on a tread contacting end 2e. In the inner surface 2i of the tread shoulder region SH,
variation in profile is greater than that in the other portions. Accordingly, since the air between the inner surface 2i and
the bladder is prone to remain in the tread shoulder region SH, molding failure is especially easily produced. Therefore,
in order to further prevent the molding failure, the main projecting stripe 6b1 and the subsidiary projecting stripe 6b2 are
preferably formed in the tread shoulder region SH.
[0051] In other words, the pneumatic tire 2 of this present embodiment is vulcanized using the bladders (not shown)
with vent grooves forming the main projecting stripe 6b1 and the subsidiary projecting stripe 6b2. The subsidiary projecting
stripes 6b2 are formed at the same pitch as that of the main projecting stripes 6b1, and the angle alpha of inclination
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with respect to the circumferential direction of the tire is substantially the same as that of the main projecting stripe 6b1
but the inclination direction is opposite. According to such a pneumatic tire 2, the molding failure at the time of vulcanization
is more reliably prevented.
[0052] The tread contacting end 2e is a ground-contacting end when a standard load is applied in the standard condition
and the tread portion 2a is grounded onto a flat surface at a camber angle of 0 degree. Further, the "standard load" is
the "maximum load capacity" in JATMA, 88% of the "Load Capacity" in ETRTO, the maximum value given in the above-
mentioned table in TRA or the like.
[0053] The developing length PL of the subsidiary projecting stripe 6b2 in the axial direction of the tire is not especially
limited, but if the developing length PL is too small, the effect for preventing the molding failure in the shoulder portion
SH is prone to be deteriorated, and if the developing length PL is excessively long, the effect is saturated and there is
a tendency that the mold cost for working the bladders is increased. From such a viewpoint, the developing length PL
is preferably not less than 30% of the width SW of the noise damper 3 and more preferably not less than 50%, and its
upper limit is preferably not more than 90% and more preferably, not more than 70% of the width SW of the noise damper 3.
[0054] Although the preferred embodiments of the present invention have been described in detail, the invention is
not limited to the embodiments, and the invention can variously be modified and carried out.

Comparative Test:

[0055] In order to confirm the effect of the present invention, a plurality of pneumatic tire and noise damper assemblies
were manufactured based on the specification shown in Table 1. Although the pattern of the projecting stripes formed
by the bladder is based on Fig. 5, tires having no subsidiary projecting stripes were also prototyped. And then, the
molding properties of the pneumatic tires, durability of the noise dampers and adhesion were tested. The common
specifications are as follows.
Size

Tire size: 215/45ZR17 87w
width of belt: 166 mm
Rim size: 15�6 JJ

Noise damper

Material: ether-based polyurethane sponge (ESH2 made by Inoac Corp.)
specific gravity: 0.039
Cross section shape: as shown in Fig. 7
Cross-sectional area: 1250 mm2

Width: 100 mm

[0056] Length of tire in circumferential direction: 1840 mm (Both ends are cut at taper angle of 45 degrees)
[0057] Fixing method: A rod-like noise damper was curved along a tread region of the inner surface of the tire and
attached by using a double-coated adhesion tape ("5000NS" made by Nitto Denko Corp.). The double-coated adhesion
tape has the same size as the bottom surface of the noise damper.
[0058] The height, the width and the virtual cross-sectional area of the projecting stripe are as described in Table 1.
Test method is as follows.

Durability:

[0059] Each test assembly was mounted on the wheel rims, they were made to run on a drum test machine under the
following conditions for 6,000 km and 12,000 km, and presence and absence of exfoliation of the noise dampers were
checked visually. Tires having exfoliation are shown with "Good", and tires having exfoliation are shown with "No good".

Internal pressure: 230 kPa
Tire load: 6.2 kN
Running speed: 80 km/h
Diameter of drum: 1.7 m

Adhesion of noise damper:

[0060] As shown in Fig. 8, a general rubber sheet 12 having a width of 100 mm, a length of 60 mm and a thickness
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of 1 mm was attached on the adhesion region Y of the inner surface 2i of each pneumatic tire by means of the double-
coated adhesion tape 13. The double-coated adhesion tape 13 is provided at its one end with a non-adhering region.
The non-adhering region is not adhered to the inner surface 2i by means of a piece 14 of paper and the length of the
non-adhering region is 30 mm. A chuck apparatus 16 grasps the non-adhering region together with the rubber sheet
12, they are stretched at right angles with respect to the inner surface 2i, and a load at which the double-faced tape 13
starts falling off was measured by an electronic spring scale 17. Evaluations are shown with indices in which the example
1 is 100. As the numeric value is higher, the adhesion is stronger and the result is more excellent.

Forming properties of pneumatic tire:

[0061] Twenty pneumatic tires were vulcanized for each of the examples and references, presence and absence of
molding failure (recess caused by remaining air) of the inner surface of the tire were checked, and evaluations are shown
with indices in which the failure ratio of the example 1 is 100. As the numeric value is smaller, the result is more excellent.
[0062] The results and the like of the test are shown in Table 1. As the result of the test, it can be confirmed that the
assemblies of the examples have enhanced adhesion of the noise dampers while preventing the molding failure of the tire.
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Table 1-1

Ref. 1 Ref. 2 Ref. 3 Ref. 4 Ref. 5 Ref.6 Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3

CW/SW (%) 100 20 20 20 20 20 20 50 70

First projecting stripe

Width BW1 (mm) 1. 0 0.3 1.7 1. 0 1. 0 1. 6 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0
Height BH1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.1 1.1 1.0 1. 0 1.0 1.0
Vrtual cross sectional 
area BW1xBH1 (mm2)

1.0 0.3 1.0 0.1 1.1 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0

Angle α (deg) 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

second projecting stripe

Main projecting stripe

Width BW2 (mm) 1. 0 0.3 1.7 1. 0 1. 0 1. 6 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0
Height BH2 (mm) 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Virtual cross-sectional 
area BW2�BH2 (mm2)

1.0 0.3 1.0 0.1 1.1 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0

Angle α (deg) 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

subsidiary projecting 
stripe

Width BW3 (mm) - - - - - - - - -
Height BH3 (mm) - - - - - - - - -
Virtual cross-sectional 
area BW3�BH3 (mm2)

- - - - - - - - -

Angle α (deg) - - - - - - - - -
PL/SW (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Test result

Durability (6000 km) Good Good Good Good Good No good Good Good Good

(12000 km) Good Good Good No good Good - Good Good Good

Adhesion (index) 140 105 71 119 83 49 100 108 118

Molding properties (failure 
ratio) (index)

118 184 97 192 100 99 100 103 105
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Table 1-2

Ex. 4 Ex. 5 Ex. 6 Ex. 7 Ex. 8 Ex. 9 Ex. 10 Ex. 11 Ex. 12 Ex. 13

CW/SW (%) 80 90 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

First projecting stripe

width BW1 (mm) 1.0 1.0 0.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Height BH1 (mm) 1.0 1.0 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Phantom cross-
sectional area 
BW1�BH1 (mm2)

1.0 1.0 0.08 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Angle α (deg) 60 60 60 30 45 90 60 60 60 60

Second projecting 
stripe

Main projecting stripe

Width BW2 (mm) 1.0 1.0 0.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Height BH2 (mm) 1.0 1.0 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Phantom cross-
sectional area 
BW2�BH2 (mm2)

1.0 1.0 0.08 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Angle α (deg) 60 60 60 30 45 90 60 60 60 60

Auxiliary projecting 
stripe

Width BW3 (mm) - - - - - - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Height BH3 (mm) - - - - - - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Phantom cross-
sectional area 
BW3�BH3 (mm2)

- - - - - - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

angle α (deg) - - - - - - 60 60 60 60
PL/SW (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 40 60 80

Test result

Durability (6000 km) Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good

Durability (12000 km) Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good

Adhesion (index) 131 136 129 91 96 105 100 100 100 100

Molding properties 
(failure ratio) (index)

107 110 104 100 100 100 79 66 48 48
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Claims

1. A pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly (1) comprising
a pneumatic tire (2) manufactured by vulcanization using an expandable bladder for molding an inner surface of the
tire, the bladder having at least one vent groove extending on its outer surface,
the tire including a carcass (4) and a belt (5) disposed radially outside the carcass (4) in a tread portion (2a),
the inner surface (2i) of the tire (2) being provided with at least one projecting stripe (6) molded by the vent groove
of the bladder, and
a noise damper (3) being attached to the inner surface (2i) of the tire (2) in a tread region (2ai) which is a region
radially inside of the belt (5) and extending in the circumferential direction of the tire (2), wherein
the projecting stripe (6) comprises at least one first projecting stripe (6a) extending in an adhesion region (Y) to
which the noise damper (3) is attached characterized by
a plurality of second projecting stripes (6b) extending in outer regions of the adhesion region (Y),
the first projecting stripe (6a) has a height (BH) of from 0.2 to 1.0 mm, a width (BW) of from 0.4 to 1.6 mm and a
virtual section area of from 0.08 to 1.00 mm2, and
the second projecting stripes (6b) include
a main projecting stripe (6b1) connected to the first projecting stripe (6a) and extending to the bead portion (4), and
a subsidiary projecting stripe (6b2) extending in a direction intersecting with the main projection stripe (6b1) and
being provided in each tread shoulder region (SH) including a normal (E) standing on a tread contacting end (2e).

2. The pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly (1) according to claim 1, wherein
a plurality of first projecting stripes (6a) are provided on the inner surface (2i) of the tire (2) with a pitch (P) of from
7 to 30 mm, and
each first projecting stripe (6a) is inclined at an angle (α) of from 30 to 90 degrees with respect to the circumferential
direction of the tire.

3. The pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly (1) according to claim 1, wherein
the adhesion region (Y) comprises
a center region (Ya) having a smooth surface without projecting stripe and
a pair of side regions (Yb) each being provided with only the first projecting stripe (6a), and
the center region (Ya) has a width (CW) of at least 20% of the entire width of the adhesion region (Y).

4. The pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly (1) according to claim 1, wherein
the subsidiary projecting stripe (6b2) is shorter than the main projecting stripe (6b1).

5. The pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly (1) according to claim 1, wherein
the noise damper (3) is attached to the inner surface (2i) using a double-coated adhesive tape.

6. The pneumatic tire and noise damper assembly (1) according to claim 1, wherein
the main projecting stripe (6b1) extends in the same direction of the first projecting stripe (6a) with respect to a
circumferential direction of the tire (2).

Patentansprüche

1. Luftreifen- und Geräuschdämpferanordnung (1), umfassend
einen Luftreifen (2), der durch Vulkanisation unter Verwendung eines aufblähbaren Heizbalges zum Formen einer
Innenfläche des Reifens hergestellt ist, wobei der Heizbalg zumindest eine Entlüftungsrille aufweist, die sich an
seiner Außenfläche erstreckt,
wobei der Reifen eine Karkasse (4) und einen radial außerhalb der Karkasse (4) in einem Laufflächenabschnitt (2a)
angeordneten Gürtel (5) umfasst, und
die Innenfläche (2i) des Reifens (2) mit zumindest einem Überstandsstreifen (6) versehen ist, der durch die Entlüf-
tungsrille des Heizbalgs geformt ist, und
einen Geräuschdämpfer (3), der an der Innenfläche (2i) des Reifens (2) in einem Laufflächenbereich (2ai) angebracht
ist, der ein Bereich radial innerhalb des Gürtels (5) ist, und der sich in der Umfangsrichtung des Reifens (2) erstreckt,
wobei
der Überstandsstreifen (6) zumindest einen ersten Überstandsstreifen (6a) umfasst, der sich in einem Klebebereich
(Y), an dem der Geräuschdämpfer (3) angebracht ist, erstreckt, gekennzeichnet durch
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eine Vielzahl von zweiten Überstandsstreifen (6b), die sich in äußeren Bereichen des Klebebereichs (Y) erstrecken,
wobei der erste Überstandsstreifen (6a) eine Höhe (BH) von 0,2 bis 1,0 mm, eine Breite (BW) von 0,4 bis 1,6 mm
und eine virtuelle Querschnittsfläche von 0,08 bis 1,00 mm2 aufweist, und
die zweiten Überstandsstreifen (6b)
einen Hauptüberstandsstreifen (6b1), der mit dem ersten Überstandsstreifen (6a) verbunden ist und sich zu dem
Wulstabschnitt (4) erstreckt, und
einen Nebenüberstandsstreifen (6b2) umfassen, der sich in einer Richtung erstreckt, die den Hauptüberstandsstrei-
fen (6b1) schneidet, und in jedem Laufflächen-Schulterbereich (SH), der eine Normale (E) umfasst, die auf einem
Laufflächen-Kontaktende (2e) steht, vorgesehen ist.

2. Luftreifen- und Geräuschdämpferanordnung (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei
eine Vielzahl von ersten Überstandsstreifen (6a) an der Innenfläche (2i) des Reifens (2) mit einem Teilungsabstand
(P) von 7 bis 30 mm vorgesehen ist, und
jeder erste Überstandsstreifen (6a) unter einem Winkel (a) von 30 bis 90 Grad mit auf die Umfangsrichtung des
Reifens geneigt ist.

3. Luftreifen- und Geräuschdämpferanordnung (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Klebebereich (Y)
einen Mittelbereich (Ya), der eine glatte Oberfläche ohne Überstandsstreifen aufweist, und
ein Paar Seitenbereiche (Yb) umfasst, die jeweils mit nur dem ersten Überstandsstreifen (6a) versehen sind, und
wobei der Mittelbereich (Ya) eine Breite (CW) von zumindest 20 % der Gesamtbreite des Klebebereichs (Y) aufweist.

4. Luftreifen- und Geräuschdämpferanordnung (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Nebenüberstandsstreifen (6b2) kürzer als der Hauptüberstandsstreifen (6b1) ist.

5. Luftreifen- und Geräuschdämpferanordnung (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Geräuschdämpfer (3) an der Innenfläche (2i) unter Verwendung eines doppelseitigen Klebebandes angebracht
ist.

6. Luftreifen- und Geräuschdämpferanordnung (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Hauptüberstandsstreifen (6b1) sich in der gleichen Richtung des ersten Überstandsstreifens (6a) mir Bezug auf
eine Umfangsrichtung des Reifens (2) erstreckt.

Revendications

1. Assemblage formé d’un bandage pneumatique et d’un amortisseur de bruit (1), comprenant
un bandage pneumatique (2) fabriqué par vulcanisation en utilisant une poche gonflable pour mouler une surface
intérieure du pneumatique, la poche ayant au moins une rainure d’évent s’étendant sur sa surface extérieure,
le pneumatique incluant une carcasse (4) et une ceinture (5) disposée radialement à l’extérieur de la carcasse (4)
dans une portion formant bande de roulement (2a),
la surface intérieure (2i) du pneumatique (2) étant pourvue d’au moins une bande en projection (6) moulée par la
gorge d’évent de la poche, et
un amortisseur de bruit (3) qui est attaché à la surface intérieure (2i) du pneumatique (2) dans une région de la
bande de roulement (2ai) qui est une région radialement à l’intérieur de la ceinture (5) et s’étendant dans la direction
circonférentielle du pneumatique (2), dans lequel
la bande en projection (6) comprend au moins une première bande en projection (6a) s’étendant dans une région
d’adhésion (Y) à laquelle l’amortisseur de bruit (3) est attaché, caractérisé par
une pluralité de secondes bandes en projection (6b) s’étendant dans des régions extérieures de la région d’adhésion
(Y),
la première bande en projection (6a) a une hauteur (BH) de 0,2 à 1,0 mm, une largeur (BW) allant de 0,4 à 1,6 mm,
et une aire de section virtuelle de 0,08 à 1,00 mm2, et
les secondes bandes en projection (6b) incluent une bande en projection principale (6b1) connectée à la première
bande en projection (6a) et s’étendant vers la portion de talon (4), et
une bande annexe en projection (6b2) s’étendant dans une direction qui recoupe la bande en projection principale
(6b1) et qui est prévue dans chaque région d’épaulement (SH) de la bande de roulement, y compris une normale
(E) dressée sur une extrémité en contact avec la bande de roulement (2e).
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2. Assemblage formé d’un bandage pneumatique et d’un amortisseur de bruit (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
une pluralité de premières bandes en projection (6a) sont prévues sur la surface intérieure (2i) du pneumatique (2)
avec un pas (P) de 7 à 30 mm, et
chaque première bande en projection (6a) est inclinée sous un angle (α) de 30 à 90° par rapport à la direction
circonférentielle du pneumatique.

3. Assemblage formé d’un bandage pneumatique et d’un amortisseur de bruit (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la région d’adhésion (Y) comprend
une région centrale (Ya) ayant une surface lisse sans bande en projection et
une paire de régions latérales (Yb) chacune étant pourvue uniquement de la première bande en projection (6a), et
la région centrale (Ya) a une largeur (CW) qui est au moins 20 % de la largeur entière de la région d’adhésion (Y).

4. Assemblage formé d’un bandage pneumatique et d’un amortisseur de bruit (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la bande en projection annexe (6b2) est plus courte que la bande en projection principale (6b1).

5. Assemblage formé d’un bandage pneumatique et d’un amortisseur de bruit (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
l’amortisseur de bruit (3) est attaché sur la surface intérieure (2i) en utilisant un ruban adhésif double face.

6. Assemblage formé d’un bandage pneumatique et d’un amortisseur de bruit (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la bande en projection principale (6b1) s’étend dans la même direction de la première bande en projection (6a) par
rapport à une direction circonférentielle du pneumatique (2).
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